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Running head: Adolescents’ online coping 

 

Adolescents’ online coping: when less is more, but none is worse.  
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Abstract 

Mobile technologies are omnipresent across adolescent life and require better characterization 

of their potential benefits. Adolescents also experience high rates of daily stress, so that 

investigating youths’ technology use in relation to their stress-response is of practical 

importance.  We employed experience sampling data from a subset of 115 youth (n = 1,241 

time points) who reported on their technology-based coping and assessed how these related to 

emotion change throughout the day, controlling for important covariates. Models testing for 

the benefits of moderate use (relative to no or heavy use, i.e., goldilocks effect) showed a 

clear pattern of positive effects of moderate coping online, particularly in relation to support-

seeking and self-distraction. Moderate online coping was adaptive and often fostered declines 

in negative emotion.  
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Introduction  

 Ninety-five percent of adolescents aged 13-17 have regular access to a mobile phone 

(Anderson & Jiang, 2018) and teenagers spend roughly seven and a half hours daily online 

(Lenhart, 2015; Rideout & Robb, 2018). The infiltration of smartphones within adolescents’ 

daily life has largely alarmed parents, teachers, and policy makers. The common stance is 

that technology and smartphones, in particular, are decidedly negative for young people’s 

wellbeing. But fixating on technology’s alleged mental health risks overlooks its many 

promises (Romer et al., 2013). Through this constant connection, adolescents access support 

systems, seek out information to enhance their knowledge and wellbeing, and engage in short 

term distraction in the face of daily difficulties. In a modern world, adolescents can benefit 

from their smartphones and, arguably, this is especially true for youth who benefit from fewer 

family, school, and community resources and more stressful contexts across their daily life 

(Unertl et al., 2016). 

 Adolescents must simultaneously manage stressors across multiple domains, which 

can compromise their day to day wellbeing (Luciana, 2013). These daily stressors can more 

accurately predict psychological adjustment than major life events (Sim, 2000). Over and 

above this, youth living in socio-economic disadvantage encounter even higher rates of stress, 

including the burdens of community violence, family stress, and financial insecurity which 

layer on top of the day-to-day stress of adolescent life (Meyer et al., 2008).  

 Not surprisingly, to successfully manage stress, youth seek respite and support in 

contexts where they naturally spend their time, which often means online (Park & Kwon, 

2018). Technology is an integral resource for managing adolescent complexities (Dillman 

Carpentier et al., 2008). For youth living in disadvantage, the online space may be especially 

relevant, given these youth are just as connected to the online world (Lenhart, 2015), and may 
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not have access to the same level of traditional social supports offline (Meyer et al., 2008). 

Surprisingly, however, very few psychological scholars have sought to characterize the 

potential role of technology for coping among youth in marginalized communities. 

Here, to delineate specific ways that the online space is likely beneficial to 

adolescents in times of stress, we draw on the communication literature which explores how 

individuals interact with media to fulfil their needs (Katz et al., 1974). Illustratively, Uses and 

Gratifications Theory (UGT) underscores that media is actively selected depending on 

specific motives and needs. Seeking gratification though specific content (researching or 

finding information), the process of engaging with technology itself (browsing the internet, 

either purposefully or randomly), or for social needs (forming or deepening social ties) have 

been identified as core motives for engaging with the internet (Stafford et al., 2004). We 

assert these motivations can also be triggered by the need to manage stress.  

More specifically, young people’s motivations for going online can include seeking to 

cope with stress. The online space offers teenagers a resource for support, seeking 

information, and distraction from their daily concerns, and online coping has been 

conceptualised as thoughts and behaviours that are facilitated by the Internet, which people 

use to manage stressful situations (van Ingen & Wright, 2016). Indeed, in previous work we 

showed that adolescents living in socio-economic disadvantage widely endorse going online 

to engage in coping behaviours (author cite removed). To date, however, online coping has 

been operationalized only as a trait-like construct. Yet, coping strategies fluctuate across time 

and stressors and thus previous findings cannot speak to whether online coping helps (or 

hurts) in relation to day-to-day problems.  

An additional challenge is that coping is inherently tied to stressful experiences 

(Lazarus, 2000). Thus, positive links between high stress, online coping, and poor well-being 
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are not necessarily causal (Duvenage, et al., 2019). This makes it difficult to disentangle 

potential positive effects of online coping versus related experiences of stress, emotional 

distress, and potential psychosocial dysfunction. In parallel, the impact of online coping on 

emotion may not be linear. For instance, a growing body of research suggests that, when used 

in moderation, engaging with technology can have positive implications for youth well-being. 

Coined as the “goldilocks hypothesis,” research shows that moderate levels of technology use 

can be advantageous (Przybylski & Weinstein, 2017). That is, being too removed from the 

online space may place youth at a disadvantage (Kim, 2012). Likewise, too much 

engagement may disrupt opportunities for skill building in other arenas (Romer et al., 2013). 

As a result, in the current study we explore a curvilinear relation between online coping and 

emotional reactivity to stress. This approach can usefully disentangle whether there are 

potential positive effects at moderate levels on online coping. 

The current study characterizes adolescents’ online coping using an ecologically 

valid, ambulatory assessment framework within a sample of adolescents attending low-

income schools. By purposefully sampling youth living in disadvantaged settings, we were 

able to characterize stress, emotion, and coping among young people who experience high 

rates of difficulties and are arguably poised to benefit from their online coping behaviors 

(Unertl et al., 2016). Studies show that youth from low SES backgrounds are more likely to 

own a mobile phone (e.g., Byun et al., 2013), access their phones more frequently (Lenhart, 

2015), and in general spend more time on their phones  (Thomas et al., 2010) relative to those 

from higher SES contexts. This intersection of increased stress exposure and technological 

access (e.g. Harvey et al., 2018), makes the possible benefits of online coping especially 

compelling.  

Grounded in UGT, we hypothesized that online support seeking, information seeking 

and self-distraction would buffer against emotional responses to stress. All three constructs 
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(online coping, stress, and emotion) were assessed repeatedly throughout adolescents’ week, 

allowing for fluctuations within-person. Notably, when it comes to both youth technology 

and coping, more may not always be better (Przybylski & Weinstein, 2017), we thus explored 

a “goldilocks” or middle-road hypothesis. In this case, we hypothesized that engaging in 

some coping online, as opposed to none or a lot, would lead to more adaptive responding to 

stress.  

Methods 

Sample Recruitment 

To recruit youth participants and engage them in meaningful participation, our 

research team went to considerable lengths. Illustratively, study participants were recruited 

through school assemblies, individual class presentations, workshops with interest groups 

(e.g. dance and sports programs for at-risk students), and teacher and guidance-counsellor 

follow-ups with students. In addition, our team established a youth-centered space at each 

school, where students could receive further study information, listen to music, enjoy snacks, 

and engage with university undergraduates who included members of traditionally under-

represented ethnic/racial groups. Importantly, our research team was also available on-site 

after and before school hours and we provided a monitored researcher cell phone on evening 

and weekends in the event of a need to connect to psychological support. Our intensive 

approach ensured that youth were widely encouraged to participate regardless of their 

academic standing and facilitated good study compliance. In the current sample, the response 

rate was 74.3%. 

Within a separate sample of adolescents attending a different low-SES school, we 

successfully piloted survey prompt times and item wording (author cite removed). During 

this process we also engaged in comprehensive feedback and debriefing sessions, where 
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youth reported that smartphones were an integral part of their daily life. Within the current 

study, approximately 90% of youth participants reported daily use of a mobile phone (a broad 

term which included smartphones; in our on-the-ground experience nearly every student had 

a smartphone). We staggered participation and collected in groups of 20-25 youth per week 

to allow focused research support. 

Participants and procedure 

 “How do you feel?” study participants (n = 206) were adolescents (13-17 years) 

recruited from two low-SES metropolitan public schools, determined by a national index 

(ICSEA; ACARA, 2016). Neither school had enforced cell phone policies. This national 

index is calculated from multiple indicators, including household income, single parent status 

household, and parental education. Approximately 60% of participants (59.8%) reported 

maternal education as high school degree or less.  

In the current investigation, n = 115 participants were included based on ESM data 

(see Sample Selection). Average age was 14.57 years (SD = .88) and 73% were female. 

Ethnicity was White/Caucasian (79.4%), Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander (i.e., Indigenous 

5.7%), Maori (3.7%), “other (non-white, ‘mixed’)” (7.8%), African (1.7%), Asian (1.6%). 

The percent of Indigenous adolescents in the sample is well above the 3.3% of the national 

population (AIHW, 2019). Our relatively high level of participation among Indigenous youth 

and youth identifying as non-white is representative of Australian low-SES contexts and 

represents a study strength (Roberts et al., 2020). Indigenous Australians are more likely to 

live in low-SES contexts compared to non-Indigenous Australians due to longstanding 

structural discrimination but are under-represented in research (Rasmus et al., 2020). 

IRB approval #2013/141 was obtained from the University Human Ethics Research 

Committee and from the State Department of Education (Project # D13/0537672). 
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Participants and guardians/parents gave prior written consent. There was no financial 

remuneration for participation, but youth were provided with a very recent model iPhone to 

use for the week, with unlimited data, calls, and texting.  

Figure 1 illustrates the full ESM design. At the start and end of the study, participants 

completed a computerized survey which included demographics and a range of constructs, 

including a trait-measure of online coping and psychopathology measures. Youth were sent a 

SMS link to a web-based ESM survey within five pre-specified time blocks, with SMS 

deliveries set to randomization within intervals. Surveys were sent each morning (07:30—

08:00 (09:00 – 09:30 weekends), Lunch (13:15 only, due to school lunch break), Afternoon 

(15:30 – 16:00), Dinner (18:30 – 19:00) and Night (21:00 – 22:00). At each of the five time 

points, youth reported their current emotions and whether they had experienced a stressor, 

uplift, and used technology since the last report. Nightly reports included additional detailed 

questions regarding the days’ online coping. All surveys were closed to responses within an 

hour of being sent.  

Sample Selection.  

We followed Stone and Shiffman’s (1992) advice to “analyse data with episodes in 

mind” by defining a coping episode through scanning daily event reports (p 124).  First, we 

identified potential coping episodes—defined as youth providing at least one day’s response 

to our nightly query regarding the day’s online coping (i.e. “Thinking about the bad things 

that happened today, how much did you….”). We then screened for events, to ensure that 

adolescents who affirmed having faced stressful events at end of day had reported at least one 

stressor on the given day. With confirmation of parallel responses, for our primary study 

approach, we linked adolescent’s daily reflection to the time point where the day’s stressor(s) 

were reported, which served as a proxy for adolescents’ most likely coping response (see 
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Measures and Supplementary Sections for details). We readily acknowledge that while this 

approach is arguably more fine-grained than traditional coping diary designs among youth 

(Duveneage et al., 2019), it relies on a trade-off of assessing youths’ within-day emotional 

coping responses versus maintaining coping as a daily-level construct.  

Our final sample of 115 adolescents reported at least one day of valid data for online 

coping (e.g. 10.79 sampling points). Power recommendations within multi-level frameworks 

point to the utility of level-1 sample sizes beyond low single figures and that samples of 100 

at level-2 are nominally biased. With > 1,200 data points, our design meets simulation-based 

recommendations for testing small to moderate effect sizes (Arend & Schäfer, 2019). At the 

same time, given the trade-off of our analytic approach, we also examined stress, emotion, 

and coping at the day-level among our sample of 115 youth. By averaging emotion and stress 

across the day, this method left 805 data points (and hence somewhat reduced power), and we 

report this parallel approach within the Supplementary Section.  

Measures 

Within Person Variables 

Emotion. Across analyses, the outcome variable was change in emotion. At each 

sampling point, adolescents responded to “Right now, how are you feeling?” Participants 

rated how happy, sad, lonely, worried, angry, and jealous they were feeling (1 = Not at all, 5 

= Very much). To assess how daily online coping affected changes in emotion, models 

estimated each youth’s emotion at the current sampling time point (T = 0), controlling for 

emotion at the previous time point (T -1). Thus, each model included a lagged emotion score. 

Stressors and uplifts. Adolescents’ experiences of stress were measured by asking 

“Since you were last messaged, has anything bad happened to you?” (Schneiders et al., 
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2006) at each sampling point. A dummy variable was created for stressors (0 = no bad event 

since last messaged, 1 = bad event since last messaged). Likewise, adolescents were asked 

“Since the last message, has anything good happened to you?” A dummy variable was 

created for good events/uplifts (0 = no good event, 1 = good event since last messaged). 

During our sampling frame, youth reported stressors on 32.95% and uplifts on 34.16% .of all 

surveys. 

Technology use. Adolescents’ technology use was assessed with the question “Since 

the last message, have you…” followed by six types of technology use: “Used social 

networking sites (SNS),” “Used text messaging/Instant messaging,” “Watched YouTube 

videos,” “Done any gaming, “Made or received phone calls,” or “Watched TV or movies?”. 

In examining different impacts of various types of technology use, we found very few 

differences (author cite removed). We used a dummy control variable (0 = no technology use, 

1 = technology use).  

Online coping contrast codes. State-level online coping was originally assessed at 

the end of each day. Participants were asked during the night-time samplingpoint, “Thinking 

about the bad things that happened today, how much did you use technology like Facebook, 

YouTube or Music downloads to make you feel better about it? (self-distraction); search for 

information to help you by Googling it, going to websites, forums or blogs? (information 

seeking) and use technology like Facebook, Instant messaging and Text Messaging to get 

support from someone? (emotional support). Response options for these questions originally 

ranged from 1 = have not used this at all; to 5 = very much.  

 Informed by piloting (author cite removed), online coping was assessed daily, and we 

then linked these reports to youths’ within-day episodes of relevant stress To carry this out, 

we systematically replaced all time points with no stressor reported to a 0  (representing 
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timepoints absent a stressor), and timepoints where a stressor occurred but youth reported not 

using it at all to a 1, and 2-5 = where a stressor had occurred and with the youth’s coping 

score between 2-5 (some – very much). If more than one stressor was reported on a given 

day, coping variables were linked to each point where a stressor was reported. The rationale 

for the reported analyses was based on our study design, in which original coping items asked 

participants to reflect on “the bad events” that occurred that day, indicating using online 

coping to respond to multiple bad events across the day  

To assess the goldilocks hypothesis in which moderate online coping is beneficial but 

extreme use or non-use is less so, we created a series of contrast codes. We created 

orthogonal polynomial contrast codes for each type of within-day online coping such that the 

main contrast of interest compared moderate coping to no/high coping (i.e., G1). Thus, 

participant responses of “not at all” (i.e., no online coping) (1) and “very much”(i.e., high 

online coping) (5) responses were coded -1/2, and responses indicating “some” (2-4) online 

coping were coded 1/2. Absence of a stressor were coded as 0. The remaining contrast, G2, 

was created such that absence of a stressor was coded -2/3 and no/high and moderate coping 

were coded 2/3.  

Multi-stressor day. Multiple-stressor days were reported for 36% of sampling 

timepoints. We controlled for instances of multiple stressors experienced on the same day1. A 

dummy variable was created whereby time points associated with single stressor days were 

coded as 0, and those associated with multi-stressor days were coded as 1. 

Person-level Covariates 

                                                 
1Within-day analyses were run three different ways as a sensitivity check: 1) With coping episode tied to all 
associated stressors across the day (reported in Supplementary Section Table 1) 2) Adding a control for multi-
stressor days (reported here) and 3) Employing within-day contrast codes to examine for variations in stressor 
ordering (Supplementary Section Table 2). 
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Trait online coping. Three subscales from the brief-COPE (Carver, 1997) were 

adapted to reflect online coping behaviours. Previous research, although with adults, has 

shown a similar but slightly longer version of this scale to be valid (van Ingen & Wright, 

2016). The subscales were positively correlated with their daily equivalent (Table 1). Thus, 

our within-day online coping analyses explored within-person fluctuations, independent of 

between-person individual differences. 

Additional person-level covariates. At level-2, we also included gender (0 = male, 1 

= female), adolescents’ average (across the week) technology use, stressors, and level of each 

emotion. We further assessed depression, social anxiety, and externalizing which should be 

accounted for when examining emotional responses as an outcome (Lazarus, 2000). 

Depression. We assessed depression using the Reynold’s Adolescent Depression 

Scale 2nd edition (RADS-2; Reynold’s 2002; α = .82). The RADS-2 assesses risk of a 

diagnosis of clinical depression by measuring dysphoric mood, anhedonia, negative self-

evaluation and somatic symptoms. Participants rated on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = Almost 

never to 4 = Most of the time), how often they feel certain emotions; for example, “I feel that 

no-one cares about me.” 

Social anxiety. We assessed social anxiety using the Social Anxiety Scale for 

Adolescents (SAS-A; La Greca, 1998; α = .96). Youth responded to each item on a 5-point 

Likert scale (1 = Not at all to 5 = All the time) to how often certain phrases applied to them; 

for example, “I’m afraid others will not like me”. 

Externalizing. Externalizing behaviour was assessed with 15 items that asked 

participants to rate how often they had engaged in delinquent, aggressive, deceitful and risky 

behaviours in the last 6 months (α = .85; Fredericks & Eccles, 2006). Participants responded 

on an 8-point Likert scale how often they engaged in a risky behaviour (0 = none, 7 = 31 or 
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more times). An example item includes: “About how often in the last 6 months have you 

gotten in a physical fight with another person?” 

Analytic Strategy 

Although our approach was not formally registered before analyses, it was internally 

vetted within our research team. In this case, first and second authors proposed tying end-of-

day coping reports to corresponding within-day stressors and assessing whether moderate 

levels of online coping buffered emotion reactivity to stressors. In addition to findings 

described here, we initially sought to test a quadratic model in which within-day online 

coping constructs were squared, in contrast to a linear model. However, both approaches 

were contaminated by the effects of not experiencing a stressor. That is, because adolescents 

cope only in relation to a stressor, any impacts of coping may be attributable to the 

experience of stress. Thus, we opted against any further exploration of linear relations 

between within-day online coping and emotion reactivity or further tests of a quadratic 

relation via a squared term, and proceeded with the alterative coding strategy described here, 

using orthogonal polynomial contrast codes (Cohen et al., 2014).  

At level-1, we explored adolescents’ emotion change following the experience of a 

stressor and linked online coping, net of stressors, uplifts, technology use, previous emotion 

and accounting for multi-stressor days at relevant time points. At level-2, we explored 

whether trait-level online coping exerted an effect on changes in emotion, net of 

psychopathology, gender, average stressors, emotion and technology use. Our general 

approach consisted of the following equations: 
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𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 𝟏𝟏:   𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 = 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷𝒀𝒀 + 𝜷𝜷𝟏𝟏(𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒀𝒀𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝑳𝑳𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒀𝒀𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆) + 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒆𝒆𝑳𝑳𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳 𝒚𝒚/𝒆𝒆)

+ 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝒚𝒚/𝒆𝒆) + 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒀𝒀𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒚𝒚 𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝒚𝒚/𝒆𝒆) + 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷 (𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳𝒀𝒀𝒖𝒖𝒆𝒆 𝒚𝒚/𝒆𝒆)

+ 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝑮𝑮𝟏𝟏: 𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑/𝒕𝒕𝒀𝒀𝒉𝒉𝒕𝒕 𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑.𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝒆𝒆𝑳𝑳 𝒕𝒕𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒀𝒀𝒆𝒆𝒉𝒉)

+ 𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷( 𝑮𝑮𝜷𝜷:𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑 𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑.𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 𝒕𝒕𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒀𝒀𝒆𝒆𝒉𝒉) + 𝒑𝒑𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 𝜷𝜷:  𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷𝒀𝒀 =  𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷 + 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝟏𝟏(𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝒉𝒉𝑳𝑳 𝒘𝒘𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒘𝒘𝑳𝑳𝒚𝒚 𝑳𝑳𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒀𝒀𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆)

+ 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝒉𝒉𝑳𝑳 𝒘𝒘𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒘𝒘𝑳𝑳𝒚𝒚 𝒆𝒆𝑳𝑳𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳)

+ 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝒉𝒉𝑳𝑳 𝒘𝒘𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝒘𝒘𝑳𝑳𝒚𝒚 𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑) + 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎𝒀𝒀𝒆𝒆 𝒕𝒕𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒀𝒀𝒆𝒆𝒉𝒉 𝒕𝒕𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆)

+ 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒉𝒉𝑳𝑳𝒆𝒆𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑) + 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝑳𝑳𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝒀𝒀𝒓𝒓𝒀𝒀𝒆𝒆𝒉𝒉) +  𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷(𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝑳𝑳𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒀𝒀𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆)

+ 𝜸𝜸𝜷𝜷𝜸𝜸(𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒕𝒕𝒀𝒀𝒎𝒎𝑳𝑳 𝒎𝒎𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒀𝒀𝑳𝑳𝒆𝒆𝒚𝒚) + 𝒑𝒑𝜷𝜷𝒀𝒀 

 We used multilevel analyses with FIML in Mplus 8.0, to account for effects at two 

levels of analysis. The goldilocks hypothesis was assessed via orthogonal polynomial contrast 

codes assessing moderate online coping (vs. none or high) as buffering against subsequent 

emotion change. Effect sizes related to leve1-1 constructs were reported as standardized 

within-person coefficients (e.g. Miller et al., 2017) and variance explained for the overall 

model were reported as f2 (Lorah, 2018).  

Preliminary results: 

The median number of responses among participants in the full study was 24, which 

represents a response rate of 71% (i.e., 24/34 possible reports per participant) (author cite 

removed). In the current sample, the response rate was similar (74.3%). Within-day emotions 

were moderately correlated, with most r coefficients falling between .2 and .4 and ranging 

from r = -.08 (happiness and jealously) and r = .62 (worry and sadness), indicating the utility 

of exploring emotion constructs separately. 
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Each emotion showed significant variation at both levels of analysis, including worry 

(within variance = .70(.08), p < .001; between variance = .599(.10), p < .001); sadness 

(within variance = .79 (.08), p < .001; between variance = .73(.13) p < .001); happiness 

(within variance = 1.08(.07), p < .001; between variance = .49(.095), p < .001) jealousy 

(within variance = .377 (.068), p <.001; between variance = .52(.17), p = .001); lonely (within 

variance = .74(.093), p <.001; between variance = 1.75(.084), p <.001); and anger (within 

variance = .769 (.084), p < .001; between variance =  .51(.11), p < .001). 

Results 

Is some online coping better than a lot or none?  

Table 2 details analyses assessing contrast codes for our goldilocks hypothesis. A 

series of sensitivity tests were also run and are reported in Supplementary Table 1 

(controlling for stressor at each time point) and Supplementary Table 2 (including effect 

codes to parse impact of stressor ordering). These sensitivity findings suggested our results 

were largely robust to possible confounds of stressor ordering. Further, we re-ran all analyses 

at the day-level, aggregating the within-day measures of emotions and stress to represent 

daily averages (Supplementary Table 3). These additional findings explore the trade-off 

between the potential ecological fallacy associated with within-day aggregation versus our 

findings below which extrapolate online coping to within-day associations. As described via 

the day-level findings, a fairly similar pattern emerged, with the exception of daily self-

distraction.  

Emotional support. Times when adolescents reported moderate emotional support 

seeking (versus no or high emotional support seeking) were associated with increases in 

happiness (G1, b = .28(.14), β = .08, p = .041). The standardised effects were stressor (β = -

.21, p < .001), technology (β = .-.05, p = .08), and goldilocks effect (β = .08). In this case the 
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goldilocks effect was significantly higher than the effect of technology (Wald’s Χ2 (1) = 6.43, 

p = .011) on happiness. Overall, roughly 14% of the variance within-person was accounted 

for, with an f2 of .16, indicating a medium sized within-person effect.  

Likewise, following times of moderate levels of emotional support seeking, youth 

reported decreases in sadness (G1, b = -.18(.09), β = -.061, p = .038). The standardized effects 

were stressor (β = .179, p < .001), technology  (β = -.048, p = .20), and goldilocks effect (β = 

-.06) on sadness. The goldilocks effect did not differ significantly from that of technology 

(Wald’s Χ2 (1) = .005, p = .95). No other within-person effects were significant, and 

approximately 6% of the within-person variance in sadness was accounted for, with an f2 of 

.07 representing a small to moderate effect size.  

Finally, adolescents experienced decreases in loneliness (G1, b = -.24(.10), β = -.086, p 

= .019) from emotional support seeking at moderate levels. The standardized effects were 

stressor (β = .037, p = .35), technology (β =-.021, p = .53), and goldilocks coping (β = -.09) . 

Again, the goldilocks effect did not significantly differ from the effect of technology on 

loneliness (Wald’s Χ2 (1) = 1.32, p = .25). Overall, at level-1, approximately 3% of the 

variance in loneliness was accounted for, with an f2 of .029, representing a small effect. 

Notably, across these models there were no significant effects for the contrast comparing no 

stressful event versus online coping, generally (i.e. G2,). 

Self-Distraction.  Comparing moderate levels of online self-distraction versus high or 

no self-distraction indicated that moderate self-distraction was associated with subsequent 

decreases in worry (G1, b = -.26(.11), β = -.09, p = .024). The standardized regression 

coefficients were as follows: stressor (β = .10, p = .008), technology (β = -.001, p = .96), and 

goldilocks coping (β = -.09).  Within the model,  goldilocks (moderate) coping) exerted a 

significantly more negative effect on loneliness relative to the effect of technology use 
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(Wald’s Χ2 (1) = 3.87, p = .049). Overall, at level-1, approximately 4% of the variance in 

worry was accounted for, with an f2 of .036, representing a small effect. 

 Likewise, online self-distraction at moderate levels was associated with decreases in 

jealousy (G1, b = -.28(.13), β = -.14, p = .029). The strength of the standardized regression 

coefficients were stressor (β = .003, p = .92), technology (β= -.045, p = .12), and moderate 

coping (β = -.14). The goldilocks effect (moderate coping) did not significantly differ from 

the effect of technology on jealousy within the model (Wald’s Χ2 (1) = 1.39, p = .24). At 

level-1, 5% of the variance in jealousy was accounted for, representing an f2 of .053 and a 

small effect.  

Moreover, effects on anger and sadness were trend-level; moderate levels of self-

distraction were associated with decreases in anger (G1, b = -.18(.10), β = -.063, p = .061); 

other standardized regression coefficients were technology use (β = -.06, p = .07) and stressor 

(β = .24, p < .001). There was no significant difference in relative effects between goldilocks 

self-distraction and technology use (Wald’s Χ2 (1) = .09, p = .76).  In this model, 

approximately 7.5% of the level-1 variance was accounted for, f2 = .081 indicating a small to 

moderate effect. Moderate self-distraction was likewise associated with (trend) decreases in 

sadness (G1, b = -.16(.10), β = - .054, p = .096). The other standardized beta weights were (β 

= .18, p < .001) for stressor and (β = -.05, p = .20) for technology. There was no significant 

difference between effects of moderate coping and technology use on sadness (Wald’s Χ2 (1) 

= .003, p = .96).  Six percent of the level-1 variance in sadness was accounted for, 

representing a small to moderate f2 = .07 level-1 effect. Again, there were no significant 

effects for the contrast comparing no stressor versus online coping, across any models (i.e. 

G2,). 
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Information seeking. Finally, there was a goldilocks effect for online information 

seeking. Moderate levels of information seeking were associated with decreases in sadness 

(G1, b = -.20(.10), β = -.068 p = .034). Standardized effects were stressor (β = .18, p < .001), 

technology use (β = -.05, p = .20), and goldilocks coping (β = -.07); there was no significant 

difference between the effect of moderate coping versus technology use predicting sadness, 

within the model (Wald’s Χ2 (1) = .06, p = .80). Once again, no effects were found when 

contrasting no stressor versus any online coping (i.e. G2,), or any other level-1 effect. Overall, 

at level-1, roughly 6% of the variance within-person was accounted for, with an f2 of .07, 

indicating a small to medium sized within-person effect.  

Discussion 

Surprisingly absent in discussions of youths’ emersion in technology are the potential 

benefits of young peoples’ engagement (Romer et al., 2013). Here, we assert that the online 

space is an unequalled resource for adolescents to derive support, find information about 

what is troubling them, and seek short-term distraction. Perhaps even more pertinent for teens 

living in low income settings, technology may be among the few opportunities for accessing 

helpful systems of information and support (Unertl et al., 2016). Not only do these youth 

experience higher levels of stress across their days, these disadvantages have flow-on effects 

that place them at significantly higher risk for mental health challenges (Chen et al., 2015).   

These experience sampling data with adolescents living in settings of socio-economic 

disadvantage point to beneficial effects of moderate use of technology to cope with daily 

stressors. In the face of daily stressors, moderate levels of social support seeking, information 

seeking, and self-distraction were often associated with enhanced emotional responses. Two 

types of coping were especially efficacious—online emotional support-seeking (decreases in 

sadness and loneliness, increases in happiness) and self-distraction (decreases in worry and 
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jealousy, (trend) sadness with information seeking less so (decreased sadness). Within the 

online space, emotional support seeking could include use of SNS or text to access readily 

accessible peers (Park & Kwon, 2018). Self-distraction is available in the form of shifting 

attention to entertainment, games, or socializing (Rideout & Robb, 2018). We suspect online 

information seeking was less helpful in the face of stress because youth may have trouble 

finding information that is relevant to them, or alternatively, are accessing information which 

fails to provide reassurance (Park & Kwon, 2018). 

Although moderate levels of online self-distraction were found to be beneficial, this 

strategy may be effective mainly in the short-term. Because our primary analyses leveraged 

reports of emotion and stress in the last few hours, we expect that our findings picked up on 

this positive affective burst. High reliance on self-distraction tends to be characterized as 

avoidant coping, which can be maladaptive when active coping is possible. That said, passive 

coping strategies, including distraction, can be useful for some uncontrollable stressors, 

especially those associated with low socio-economic status (Chen et al., 2015). Thus, positive 

effects may relate to the nature of our sample, or perhaps reflect only short term-benefits. The 

latter is supported by our supplementary findings2. In this case, daily-level self-distraction 

was not associated with any emotional outcomes, positive or negative. 

Other day-level supplementary findings were generally in-line with the within-day 

results. For example, online emotional support seeking at the day-level showed a similar 

pattern of results as those within-day (higher happiness, lower loneliness and anger), albeit 

trend. In a post-digital world, youth blend friendships online and off, and so it is not 

surprising that they are receiving emotional assistance via their online worlds (Shklovski et 

al., 2015). Moreover day-level findings also corroborated the benefits of online information 

                                                 
2 We thank a helpful reviewer and the Associate Editor for this suggestion.  
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seeking in relation to negative emotions, here in relation to anger (Subrahmanyam & Smahel, 

2010). Looking to the future, young people are likely to be benefit from more and better 

online information to enhance their mental health as prevention scientists expand their online 

portfolios to include open free resources and massive online interventions (MOOIs) (Muñoz 

et al., 2016). 

An important benefit of employing an experience sampling approach with adolescents 

living in stressful circumstances was that we were able to assess the effects of different levels 

of online coping engagement within-person (e.g. Lazarus, 2000). We further endeavoured to 

address the complexities associated with adolescents’ daily stress experiences by controlling 

for potential confounds. For our within-day analyses, we controlled for technology use, 

uplifts, multiple stressors, and previous emotions. At the person-level, we controlled for trait 

psychopathology, weekly averages for technology use, stress, emotion, and trait online 

coping. Notably, within-person technology use was not significant in any model. This is 

likely attributable to the fact that adolescents are so often engaging in technology in some 

way (Rideout & Robb, 2018). These findings track closely with other experience sampling 

accounts of youth technology use and emotional wellbeing (Jensen et al., 2019). Likewise, 

we controlled for whether stressors occurred only once or multiple times each day, and there 

was no indication of differences. It may be that a longer period of stress pile-up precipitates 

changes in adolescent coping and recovery. Finally, at the trait-level, between-person coping, 

stress, and technology use were unrelated related to emotion, absent a few exceptions in 

relation to average weekly technology use. Thus, it is within-person variations in coping and 

stress which appear to influence youths’ emotional experiences.  

In the current study, we sought to leverage the inherent link between stress, coping, 

and emotional consequence (e.g. Beck & Beck, 2011), following Stone and Shiffman’s 

(1992) recommendation to focus on stress episodes within ESM data. Because coping occurs 
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in relation to the experience of a stressor, we focused on stressful events as the antecedent 

trigger for adolescents’ online coping. Other studies have similarly followed this advice to 

good effect (e.g. in relation to substance use; Comulada et al., 2016).  Moreover, participation 

and time demands on youthful participants tend to be reflected in high drop-out rates and/or 

low compliance (McCabe, Mack, & Fleeson, 2012), and these challenges are particularly 

relevant for at-risk samples for whom compliance tends to be an issue, more generally 

(Comulada et al., 2016; Palmier‐Claus et al., 2011). Indeed, in a recent review of general 

child/adolescent coping studies, the majority of experience sampling paradigms employed 

solely trait-level coping assessments (41%), followed by studies which have opted to 

combine trait and daily measurements (35%) (Duvenage et al., 2019).  

Although moderate levels of online coping appear to be beneficial in the current 

study, we cannot rule out the possibility that emotional recovery could be short term. In our 

primary analyses, our window on recovery was limited only to approximately three hours 

post-stressor. Further, our within-day approach may not have adequately captured the onset 

of youths’ coping experience nor the entirety of their various coping approaches. For 

instance, adolescents may not recognize they are experiencing a stressor, and may be 

responding automatically, rather than intentionally seeking to cope with challenges (Lazarus, 

2000). Finally, and most importantly, we assumed that youths’ reports of coping referred 

even to multiple stressors within the same day. A series of sensitivity checks assuages some 

concerns related to our within-day approach. As a result, this study provides initial support 

for the benefits of adolescents’ coping online (when used in moderation), yet further research 

is needed to examine coping online within and across adolescents’ days. 

Additional Study Limitations 
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  Although this work offers new insight into well-being linked to online contexts for 

youth living in settings of socio-economic disadvantage, several other limitations need to be 

acknowledged. First, future studies might seek to sample youth for longer than one week, in 

order to best capture a wide variety of adolescent stress experiences (i.e. Dillman Carpentier 

et al., 2008). Second, our study only explored online coping and much remains to be 

understood about how these responses are different from coping offline. Third, our sample of 

youth were recruited from low-SES settings, and a major strength of the study is our 

population of under-studied youth who have been especially overlooked within youth-

technology scholarship (Unertl et al., 2017). However, much more remains to be understood 

within this heterogeneous population, and studies should seek to describe any differences 

across youth in higher versus lower income settings.  

Conclusion  

The current study reframes technology’s effects towards potential benefits in 

enhancing adolescents’ responses to everyday stress. Adolescents stand to benefit from the 

discovery of accurate information, connection with support systems and even taking a break 

from the stressors of daily life. We used experience sampling data assessing youths’ online 

coping to demonstrate a “goldilocks” effect on stress recovery. At moderate levels of online 

coping, adolescents experienced substantive buffers against emotion reactivity. When 

adolescents engaged in emotional support seeking, self-distraction, or information seeking 

online in a moderate capacity, they experienced better short-term stress relief. Thus, in the 

case of online coping, less is more, but none is worse.  
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Table 1. Descriptives and Correlations  

 

Notes: +p < .10 *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. Gender male = 0. AW = average weekly. T = trait level. Original online coping construct prior 
to recoding; 1 = not at all to 5 = very much.  

 M (SD) 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 

1. Emotion Support 2.06(1.29) 1.00             

2. Self-Distraction 2.35(1.36) 
 

0.58*** 1.00            

3. Information Seek 1.68(1.04) 
 

0.46*** 0.36*** 1.00           

4. AW Stressors .18(.14) 
 

0.16 0.08 -0.012 1.00          

5. AW Good Events .31(.24) 
 

-0.10 -0.05 0.001 0.22* 1.00         

6. AW Tech Use .90(.11) 
 

0.21* 0.14 0.06 0.14 0.04 1.00        

7. T Emotion Support 2.20(.90) 
 

0.24* 0.23* 0.04 0.17+ 0.08 0.29** 1.00       

8. T Self-Distraction 2.68(.86) 
 

0.08 0.19* -0.02 0.08 0.22* 0.31** 0.48*** 1.00      

9. T Information Seek 2.33(.92) 
 

0.29** 0.26** 0.17+ 0.03 0.01 0.27** 0.53*** 0.50*** 1.00     

10. Gender .72(.47) 
 

0.07 0.05 -0.04 0.17+ -0.11 -0.03 0.03 -0.17+ -0.05 1.00    

11. Depression 6.06(1.57) 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.04 -0.21* -0.08 0.23* 0.05 0.20* 0.17+ 1.00   

12. Externalizing 2.18(.29) 
 

0.16+ 0.12 0.12 0.20* -0.09 0.23* 0.34*** 0.17+ 0.17+ -.20* 0.21* 1.00  

13. Social Anxiety 4.99(1.73) 
 

0.13 0.15 0.07 0.01 -0.11 -0.02 0.30** 0.13 0.27** 0.21* 
 

0.67*** 0.21* 1.00 
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Table 2. Multilevel models, testing coping contrast codes of within-day online coping predicting emotion change.  

 Emotion Outcome 
Emotional Support Happy 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Sad 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Lonely 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Angry 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Worried 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Jealous 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
 Level 1       
   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .28(.14) p =.041 

[.01 – .54] 
-.18(.09) p =.038 

[-.35 – -.01] 
-.24(.10) p =.019 

[-.44 – -.04] 
-.12(.09) p =.193 

[-.31 – .06] 
-.16(.11) p =.132 

[-.36 – .05] 
-.02(.30) p =.955 

[-.60 – .57] 
   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .09(.08) p =.241 

[-.06 – .24] 
-.02(.07) p =.731 

[-.15 – .11] 
.03(.07) p =.614 

[-.10 – .16] 
.00(.06) p =.944 

[-.12 – .12] 
.01(.08) p =.937 

[-.15 – .16] 
-.01(.13) p =.929 

[-.27 – .25] 
   Emotion at T-1 .02(.04) p =.670 

[-.06 – .10] 
.06(.09) p =.464 

[-.11 – .23] 
-.03(.06) p =.566 

[-.15 – .08] 
00(.06) p =.964 

[-.12 – .12] 
.12(.06) p =.056 

[.00 – .24] 
.19(.11) p =.078 

[-.02 – .39] 
   Stressor -.47(.07) p <.001 

[-.31 – -.33] 
.34(.07) p <.001 

[.20 – .49] 
.07(.07) p =.361 

[-.08 – .21] 
.45(.08) p <.001 

[.28 – .61] 
.19(.08) p =.012 

[.04 – .34] 
.00(.04) p =.943 

[-.08 – .09] 
   Uplift  .78(007) p <.001 

[.64 – .92] 
-.32(.07) p <.001 

[-.46 – -.17] 
-.29(.06) p <.001 

[-.41 – -.16] 
-.23(.08) p =.004 

[-.38 – -.07] 
-.11(.08) p =.183 

[-.26 – .05] 
-.04(.04) p =.295 

[-.12 – .04] 
   Technology use -.22(.13) p =.086 

[-.48 – .03] 
-.17(.13) p =.200 

[-.43 – .07] 
-.07(.11) p =.527 

[-.29 – .15] 
-.23(.13) p =.075 

[-.48 – .02] 
-.01(.11) p =.928 

[-.22 – .20] 
-.11(.08) p =.167 

[-.28 – .05] 
   Multiple Stressors  -.04(.12) p =.738 

[-.27 – .19] 
.14(.10) p =.141 

[-.05 – .33] 
.00(.10) p =.965 

[-.21 – .20] 
.07(.10) p =.466 

[-.12 – .26] 
.11(.09) p =.231 

[-.07 – .29] 
.00(.10) p =.978 

[-.20 – .19] 
Level 2       
   Gender -.17(.09) p =.057 

[-.34 – .01] 
.07(.05) p =.244 

[-.04 – .17] 
.08(.06) p =.195 

[-.04 – .20] 
-.03(.09) p =.780 

[-.20 – .15] 
.07(.05) p =.176 

[-.03 – .17] 
-.02(.08) p =.780 

[-.17 – .13] 
   Externalizing .00(.11) p =.990 

[-.21 – .21] 
.03(.11) p =.783 

[-.19 – .25] 
-.05(.11) p =.641 

[-.27 – .17] 
-.10(.21) p =.621 

[-.51 – .31] 
.04(.14) p =.779 

[-.23 – .31] 
-.25(.40) p =.533 

[-1.02 – .53] 
   Depression .00(.03) p =.912 

[-.06 – .06] 
-.01(.03) p =.795 

[-.06 – .04] 
-.01(.02) p =.585 

[-.06 – .03] 
-.01(.02) p =.658 

[-.06 – .04] 
-.03(.03) p =.404 

[-.09 – .02] 
.00(.02) p =.968 

[-.03 – .03] 
   Social Anxiety 00(.02) p =.837 

[-.04 – .03] 
.00(.02) p =.913 

[-.04 – .05] 
.01(.02) p =.662 

[-.02 – .04] 
.01(.01) p =.404 

[-.02 – .04] 
.02(.03) p =.404 

[-.03 – .08] 
-.01(.01) p =.518 

[-.03 – .02] 
   Emotion Support 
    Trait 

.05(.04) p =.195 
[-.03 – .12] 

-03(.03) p =.293 
[-.09 – .03] 

-.01(.02) p =.620 
[-.06 – .04] 

-.01(.03) p =.859 
[-.06 – .05] 

-.06(.06) p =.071 
[-.11 – .01] 

-.01(.07) p =.939 
[-.14 – .13] 

   Av. Tech Use .10(.29) p =.739 
[-.47 – .66] 

-.02(.20) p =.926 
[-.41 – .38] 

-.14(.20) p =.488 
[-.54 – .26] 

.19(.26) p =.460 
[-.31 – .69] 

.25(.20) p =.210 
[-.14 – .63] 

.36(.18) p =.041 
[.01 – .70] 

   Av. Stressors -.28(.15) p =.056 
[-.56 – .01] 

-.02(.14) p =.913 
[-.29 – .26] 

.10(.11) p =.380 
[-.12 – .32] 

-.14(.12) p =.247 
[-.39 – .10] 

-.04(.29) p =.891 
[-.60 – .52] 

.13(.12) p =.312 
[-.12 – .37] 

   Av. Emotion  1.00(.06) p <.001 
[.88 – 1.12] 

1.06(.04) p <.001 
[.98 – 1.13] 

1.06(.04) p <.001 
[.98 – 1.14] 

1.06(.05) p <.001 
[.97 – 1.15] 

1.02(.06) p <.001 
[.90 – 1.13] 

1.08(.03) p <.001 
[1.02 – 1.14] 
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Self-Distraction Happy 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Sad 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Lonely 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Angry 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Worried 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Jealous 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

 Level 1       

   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .20(.14) p =.159 
[-.08 – .48] 

-.16(.10) p =.096 
[-.35 – .03] 

-.08(.10) p =.434 
[-.29 – .12] 

-.18(.10) p =.061 
[-.38 – .01] 

-.26(.11) p =.024 
[-.48 – -.03] 

-.28(.13) p =.029 
[-.52 – -.03] 

   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .06(.08) p =.414 
[-.09 – .21] 

.00(.07) p =.999 
[-.13 – .13] 

.08(.07) p =.265 
[-.06 – .21] 

.02(.06) p =.781 
[-.10 – .13] 

.03(.07) p =.676 
[-.11 – .18] 

.00(.07) p =.985 
[-.13 – .13] 

   Emotion at T-1 .02(.04) p =.645 
[-.06 – .10] 

.06(.09) p =.450 
[-.10 – .23] 

-.03(.06) p =.642 
[-.14 – .09] 

.00(.06) p =.978 
[-.12 – .12] 

.12(.06) p =.068 
[-.01 – .24] 

.18(.10) p =.076 
[-.02 – .38] 

   Stressor -.47(.07) p <.001 
[-.61 – -.33] 

.34(.07) p <.001 
[.20 – .48] 

.07(.07) p =.367 
[-.08 – .21] 

.45(.08) p <.001 
[.28 – .61] 

.19(.07) p =.011 
[.04 – .33] 

.00(.04) p =.920 
[-.08 – .09] 

   Uplift .78(.07) p <.001 
[.63 – .92] 

-.31(.07) p <.001 
[-.46 – .17] 

-.29(.04) p <.001 
[-.41 – -.16] 

-.23(.08) p =.004 
[-.38 – -.07] 

-.10(.08) p =.202 
[-.25 – .05] 

-.03(.04) p =.408 
[-.11 – .04] 

   Technology use -.23(.13) p =.081 
[-.48 – .03] 

-.17(.13) p =.200 
[-.42 – .09] 

-.07(.11) p =.520 
[-.29 – .15] 

-.23(.12) p =.070 
[-.47 – .02] 

-.01(.11) p =.964 
[-.21 – .20] 

-.11(.08) p =.144 
[-.26 – .04] 

   Multiple Stressors -.04(.12) p =.739 
[-.27 – .19] 

-.14(.10) p =.155 
[-.05 – .33] 

-.01(.10) p =.931 
[-.21 – .19] 

.08(.10) p =.440 
[-.12 – .27] 

.11(.09) p =.217 
[-.07 – .29] 

.00(.09) p =.985 
[-.18 – .18] 

Level 2       
   Gender -.16(.08) p =.059 

[-.32 – .01] 
.07(.05) p =.213 

[-.04 – .17] 
.09(.06) p =.109 

[-.02 – .20] 
-.01(.08) p =.926 

[-.17 – .15] 
.08(.05) p =.154 

[-.03 – .18] 
-.02(.06) p =.781 

[-.13 – .10] 
   Externalizing .04(.10) p =.734 

[-.17 – .24] 
.01(.11) p =.932 

[-.21 – .23] 
-.07(.10) p =.513 

[-.26 – .13] 
-.12(.21) p =.583 

[-.53 – .30] 
-.01(.12) p =.963 

[-.25 – .24] 
-.25(.24) p =.289 

[-.72 – .21] 
   Depression .01(.03) p =.730 

[-.05 – .07] 
-.01(.03) p =.796 

[-.06 – .04] 
-.01(.02) p =.579 

[-.06 – .03] 
-.01(.03) p =.805 

[-.06 – .05] 
-.03(.03) p =.196 

[-.08 – .02] 
.01(.01) p =.661 

[-.02 – .03] 
   Social Anxiety .00(.02) p =.882 

[-.04 – .04] 
.00(.02) p =.979 

[-.05 – .04] 
.00(.02) p =.787 

[-.03 – .04] 
.01(.02) p =.712 

[-.03 – .04] 
.02(.03) p =.593 

[-.04 – .07] 
-.01(.01) p =.330 

[-.03 – .01] 
   Self-Distraction 
   Trait  

.02(.03) p =.523 
[-.05 – .09] 

-.01(.03) p =.869 
[-.06 – .05] 

.02(.03) p =.527 
[-.04 – .07] 

.04(.04) p =.293 
[-.03 – .11] 

.00(.02) p =.873 
[-.04 – .05] 

.00(.02) p =.817 
[-.03 – .04] 

   Av. Tech Use .20(.29) p =.496 
[-.37 – .77] 

-.10(.19) p =.617 
[-.48 – .28] 

-.25(.20) p =.214 
[-.64 – .14] 

.11(.22) p =.606 
[-.32 – .54] 

.13(.19) p =.494 
[-.24 – .49] 

.38(.15) p =.014 
[.08 – .68] 

   Av. Stressors -.25(.15) p =.087 
[-.54 – .04] 

-.04(.14) p =.791 
[-.31 – .24] 

.06(.10) p =.589 
[-.15 – .26] 

-.16(.13) p =.210 
[-.42 – .09] 

-.07(.25) p =.796 
[-.56 – .43] 

.13(.12) p =.260 
[-.10 – .36] 

   Av. Emotion  1.01(.06) p <.001 
[.89 – 1.11] 

1.05(.04) p <.001 
[.98 – 1.13] 

1.07(.04) p <.001 
[.98 – 1.15] 

1.06(.05) p <.001 
[.97 – 1.15] 

1.02(.04) p <.001 
[.93 – 1.10] 

1.08(.03) p <.001 
[1.02 – 1.14] 
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Information Seek Happy 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Sad 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Lonely 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Angry 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Worried 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

Jealous 
b(SE), p, [95% CI] 

 Level 1       
G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .08(.13) p =.533 

[-.17 – .33] 
-.20(.10) p =.034 

[-.39 – -.02] 
-.03(.11) p =.760 

[-.26 – .19] 
-.08(.11) p =.443 

[-.29 – .13] 
-.13(.12) p =.269 

[-.36 – .10] 
-.01(.12) p =.909 

[-.26 – .23] 
G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .08(.08) p =.341 

[-.08 – .23] 
-.04(.06) p =.559 

[-.15 – .08] 
.07(.07) p =.355 

[-.07 – .21] 
-.01(.06) p =.850 

[-.13 – .11] 
.00(.07) p =.973 

[-.14 – .14] 
.00(.09) p =.978 

[-.18 – .17] 
Emotion at T-1 .02(.04) p =.579 

[-.06 – .10] 
.07(.09) p =.443 

[-.10 – .23] 
-.03(.06) p =.665 

[-.14 – .09] 
.01(.06) p =.907 

[-.11 – .13] 
.12(.07) p =.067 

[-.01 – .25] 
.19(.11) p =.082 

[-.02 – .40] 
Stressor -.47(.07) p <.001 

[-.61 – -.33] 
.34(.07) p <.001 

[.20 – .48] 
.07(.07) p =.373 

[-.08 – .21] 
.44(.08) p <.001 

[.28 – .60] 
.19(.08) p =.012 

[.04 – .33] 
.00(.04) p =.919 

[-.08 – .09] 
Uplift  .78(.07) p <.001 

[.64 – .92] 
-.31(.07) p <.001 

[-.45 – -.17] 
-.29(.07) p <.001 

[-.42 – -.16] 
-.23(.08) p =.004 

[-.38 – -.07] 
-.10(.08) p =.195 

[-.26 – .05] 
-.04(.04) p =.296 

[-.11 – .04] 
Technology use -.23(.13) p =.083 

[-.48 – .03] 
-.17(.13) p =.204 

[-.42 – .09] 
-.07(.11) p =.525 

[-.29 – .15] 
-.22(.13) p =.074 

[-.47 – .02] 
-.01(.11) p =.957 

[-.22 – .21] 
-.11(.08) p =.159 

[-.27 – .05] 
Multiple Stressors -.04(.12) p =.752 

[-.27 – .19] 
.14(.10) p =.148 

[-.05 – .33] 
-.01(.10) p =.934 

[-.21 – .19] 
.08(.10) p =.427 

[-.11 – .27] 
.11(.09) p =.218 

[-.07 – .29] 
-.01(.10) p =.961 

[-.19 – .18] 
Level 2       

Gender -.16(.09) p =.074 
[-.33 – .02] 

.06(.05) p =.232 
[-.04 – .17] 

.08(.06) p =.152 
[-.03 – .20] 

-.02(.09) p =.811 
[-.19 – .15] 

.07(.06) p =.198 
[-.04 – .18] 

-.02(.07) p =.795 
[-.16 – .13] 

Externalizing .03(.11) p =.809 
[-.18 – .23] 

.02(.11) p =.875 
[-.20 – .23] 

-.06(.10) p =.533 
[-.25 – .13] 

-.11(.22) p =.609 
[-.54 – .32] 

.00(.12) p =.986 
[-.23 – .22] 

-.25(.38) p =.502 
[-.99 – .48] 

Depression .01(.03) p =.726 
[-.05 – .07] 

-.01(.03) p =.858 
[-.06 – .05] 

-.02(.02) p =.527 
[-.06 – .03] 

-.01(.03) p =.688 
[-.06 – .04] 

-.03(.03) p =.205 
[-.09 – .02] 

.00(.01) p =.942 
[-.02 – .03] 

Social Anxiety -.01(.02) p =.677 
[-.05 – .03] 

.00(.02) p =.943 
[-.05 – .04] 

.01(.02) p =.742 
[-.03 – .04] 

.01(.02) p =.762 
[-.03 – .04] 

.01(.03) p =.688 
[-.05 – .07] 

-.01(.01) p =.459 
[-.04 – .02] 

Information Seek 
Trait 

.03(.03) p =.331 
[-.03 – .09] 

.01(.02) p =.668 
[-.04 – .06] 

.01(.02) p =.786 
[-.04 – .05] 

.03(.03) p =.332 
[-.03 – .08] 

.02(.04) p =.596 
[-.06 – .10] 

.01(.03) p =.752 
[-.05 – .07] 

Av. Tech Use .20(.30) p =.513 
[-.39 – .78] 

-.14(.21) p =.507 
[-.54 – .27] 

-.24(.20) p =.217 
[-.63 – .14] 

.10(.24) p =.685 
[-.37 – .56] 

.06(.19) p =.734 
[-.31 – .43] 

.33(.19) p =.074 
[-.03 – .69] 

Av. Stressors -.24(.15) p =.124 
[-.54 – .07] 

-.05(.13) p =.718 
[-.31 – .21] 

.06(.10) p =.567 
[-.13 – .24] 

-.16(.13) p =.200 
[-.41 – .09] 

-.08(.21) p =.714 
[-.49 – .34] 

.12(.11) p =.286 
[-.10 – .33] 

Av. Emotion 1.00(.06) p <.001 
[.88 – 1.12] 

1.05(.04) p <.001 
[.98 – 1.12] 

1.07(.04) p <.001 
[.98 – 1.15] 

1.06(.05) p <.001 
[.97 – 1.15] 

1.02(.04) p <.001 
[.94 – 1.09] 

1.08(.03) p <.001 
[1.02 – 1.14] 
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Figure 1. “How do you feel? Adolescent behaviour, emotion, and technology use over time” research 
design.  

Note. Prior to beginning the ESM phase and upon its completion, participants completed a 
computerized survey. Experience sampling surveys were sent each morning (07:30—08:00 (09:00 – 
09:30 weekends), Lunch (13:15 only, due to school lunch break), Afternoon (15:30 – 16:00), 
Dinner (18:30 – 19:00) and Night (21:00 – 22:00). At each of the five time points, youth reported 
their current emotions and whether they had experienced a stressor, uplift, and used technology 
since the last report. Nightly reports included additional detailed questions regarding the days’ 
online coping. All surveys were closed to responses within an hour of being sent.  
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Table S1. Multilevel models, within-day online coping predicting emotion change, controlling for stressor or not at each time point. 

 Emotion Outcome 
 Happy 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Sad 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Lonely 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Angry 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Worried 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Jealous 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Emotional Support       

Level 1       
G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .26(.14) p =.058 

[-.01 – .53] 
-.18(.09) p =.047 

[-.35 – .00] 
-.24(.10) p =.020 

[-.44 – .04] 
-.12(.10) p =.208 

[-.31 – .07] 
-.15(.11) p =.147 

[-.36 – .05] 
-.02(.25) p =.943 

[-.50 – .46] 
G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .08(.08) p =.267 

[-.06 – .23] 
.00(.06) p =.977 

[-.13 – .13] 
.04(.06) p =.584 

[-.09 – .16] 
.02(.06) p =.807 

[-.10 – .13] 
.03(.08) p =.751 

[-.13 – .18] 
.12(.11) p =.912 

[-.22 – .20] 
Level 2       

   Av. Tech Use .07(.28) p =.793 
[-.48 – .63] 

.02(.22) p =.939 
[-.42 – .45] 

-.11(.22) p =.610 
[-.54 – .32] 

.21(.25) p =.399 
[-.28 – .71] 

.27(.21) p =.203 
[-.15 – .69] 

.38(.20) p =.056 
[-.01 – .77] 

   Emotion Support Trait .05(.04) p =.110 
[-.02 – .13] 

-.03(.03) p =.284 
[-.09 – .03] 

-.01(.03) p =.621 
[-.06 – .04] 

-.01(.03) p =.764 
[-.07 – .05] 

.06(.03) p =.066 
[-.12 – .00] 

-.01(.06) p =.904 
[.12 – .11] 

Self-Distraction       
Level 1       

   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .19(.14) p =.190 
[-.09 – .47] 

-.16(.10) p =.097 
[-.34 – .03] 

-.08(.10) p =.450 
[-.28 – .13] 

-.17(.10) p =.078 
[-.37 – .02] 

-.24(.11) p =.037 
[-.046 – -.02] 

-.28(.12) p =.024 
[-.52 – -.04] 

   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .06(.07) p =.461 
[-.09 – .20] 

.01(.07) p =.837 
[-.12 – .15] 

.08(.07) p =.230 
[-.05 – .21] 

.03(.06) p =.580 
[-.09 – .15] 

.04(.08) p =.648 
[-.11 – .18] 

.00(.06) p =.995 
[-.13 – .12] 

Level 2       
   Av. Tech Use .18(.29) p =.534 

[-.39 – .75] 
-.11(.22) p =.623 

[-.54 – .32] 
-.21(.21) p =.264 

[-.70 – .17] 
.13(.21) p =.549 

[-.29 – .54] 
.10(.19) p =.600 

[-.27 – .46] 
.39(.17) p =.018 

[.07 – .72] 
   Self-Distraction Trait  .02(.03) p =.481 

[-.04 – .09] 
.00(.04) p =.935 

[-.07 – .08] 
.03(.03) p =.384 

[-.03 – .08] 
.04(.04) p =.237 

[-.03 – .11] 
.01(.03) p =.687 

[-.04 – -.06] 
.01(.02) p =.771 

[-.03 – .04] 
Information Seeking       

Level 1       
   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .06(.13) p =.639 

[-.19 – .31] 
-.19(.10) p =.042 

[-.38 – -.01] 
-.03(.11) p =.778 

[-.25 – .19] 
-.06(.11) p =.588 

[-.26 – .15] 
-.12(.11) p =.298 

[-.34 – .11] 
.01(.12) p =.971 

[-.24 – .25] 
   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .06(.08) p =.409 

[-.09 – .22] 
-.01(.06) p =.870 

[-.14 – .11] 
.07(.07) p =.310 

[-.06 – .20] 
.01(.06) p =.877 

[-.11 – .13] 
-.02(.08) p =.766 

[-.12 – .17] 
.01(.09) p =.941 

[-.17 – .19] 
Level 2       

   Av. Tech Use .18(.30) p =.554 
[-.41 – .76] 

-.10(.22) p =.638 
[.53 – .32] 

-.22(.21) p =.297 
[-.63 – .19] 

.11(.23) p =.616 
[-.33 – .56] 

.09(.20) p =.663 
[-.30 – .47] 

.35(.23) p =.127 
[-.10 – .80] 

   Information Seek Trait .03(.03) p =.311 
[-.03 – .09] 

.01(.03) p =.655 
[-.04 – .06] 

.01(.02) p =.717 
[-.03 – .05] 

.03(.03) p =.329 
[-.03 – .08] 

.02(.04) p =.587 
[-.06 – .10] 

.01(.03) p =.651 
[-.04 – .06] 
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Note. In addition, all models control for average emotion, average weekly stressors, gender, externalizing, depression, and social anxiety at level-2. All models also 
control for prior emotion, uplifts, and stressors at level-1.  
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Table S2.  Multilevel models, within-day online coping predicting emotion change, controlling for 3 contrast codes for order of 
stressor. 

 Emotion Outcome 
 Happy 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Sad 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Lonely 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Angry 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Worried 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Jealous 

b(SE), p, [95% CI] 
Emotional Support       

 Level 1       
   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .31(.14) p =.021 

[.05 – .58] 
-.19(.10) p =.049 

[-.37 – .00] 
-.27(.11) p =.012 

[-.48 – -.06] 
-.11(.10) p =.240 

[-.30 – .08] 
-.15(.11) p =.187 

[-.38 – .07] 
-.06(.15) p =.704 

[-.35 – .24] 
   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .08(.08) p =.315 

[-.08 – .24] 
-.12(.08) p =.127 

[-.27 – .03] 
.01(.08) p =.931 

[-.15 – .17] 
-.02(.07) p =.798 

[-.16 – .12] 
.03(.10) p =.747 

[-.16 – .22] 
-.07(.08) p =.384 

[-.21 – .08] 
   C1 (first stressor vs. 1 stressor) -.21(.09) p =.023 

[-.39 – -.03] 
.03(.10) p =.741 

[-.17 – .24] 
.10(.07) p =.138 

[-.03 – .23] 
.04(.08) p =.668 

[-.13 – .20] 
.13(.10) p =.173 

[-.06 – .32] 
-.03(.06) p =.690 

[-.15 – .10] 
   C2 (no stressor vs. 1 stressor) .34(.06) p <.001 

[.23 – .46] 
-.29(.07) p <.001 

[-.42 – -.17] 
-.05(.05) p =.289 

[-.16 – .05] 
-.32(.06) p <.001 

[-.44 – -.20] 
-.17(.07) p =.022 

[-.31 – -.02] 
-.01(.04) p =.861 

[-.07 – .06] 
   C3 (subsequent stressor vs. 1 

stressor)  
-.04(.08) p =.628 

[-.20 – .12] 
.32(.10) p =.001 

[.14 – .51] 
-.03(.09) p =.745 

[-.20 – .14] 
.16(.09) p =.079 

[-.02 – .34] 
.05(.09) p =.577 

[-.13 – .23] 
.10(.07) p =.158 

[-.04 – .23] 
   Technology use -.22(.13) p =.091 

[.47 – .04] 
-.21(.14) p =.124 

[-.47 – .06] 
-.03(.12) p =.791 

[-.26 – .20] 
-.28(.13) p =.030 

[-.53 – -.03] 
-.01(.11) p =.941 

[-.23 – .21] 
-.15(.07) p =.032 

[-.27 – -.01] 
Level 2       

   Emotion Support Trait .05(.04) p =.223 
[-.03 – .12] 

-.03(.03) p =.442 
[-.09 – .04] 

-.01(.03) p =.619 
[-.07 – .04] 

.00(.03) p =.963 
[-.06 – .06] 

-.04(.03) p =.212 
[-.10 – .02] 

.00(.05) p =.949 
[-.09 – .09] 

   Av. Tech Use .08(.29) p =.780 
[-.49 – .65] 

-.05(.25) p =.831 
[-.53 – .43] 

-.12(.24) p =.611 
[-.53 – .34] 

.18(.25) p =.458 
[-.03 – .66] 

-.25(.28) p =.373 
[-.30 – .79] 

.36(.17) p =.028 
[.04 – .68] 

Self-Distraction       
 Level 1       

   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .23(.14) p =.105 
[-.05 – .52] 

-.14(.10) p =.180 
[-.34 – .06] 

-.09(.11) p =.396 
[-.30 – .12] 

-.17(.10) p =.093 
[-.36 – .03] 

-.24(.13) p =.062 
[-.49 – .01] 

-.31(.29) p =.288 
[-.88 – .26] 

   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .05(.08) p =.570 
[-.11 – .20] 

-.09(.08) p =.258 
[-.25 – .07] 

.06(.08) p =.473 
[-.10 – .22] 

.00(.07) p =.990 
[-.14 – 1.14] 

.06(.09) p =.526 
[-.12 – .23] 

-.05(.14) p =.724 
[-.32 – .22] 

   C1 (first stressor vs. 1 stressor) -.22(.09) p =.017 
[-.40 – -.04] 

.04(.11) p =.700 
[-.17 – .25] 

.11(.06) p =.088 
[-.02 – .24] 

.04(.08) p =.642 
[-.13 – .02] 

.14(.09) p =.125 
[ – ] 

-.03(.06) p =.671 
[-.14 – .09] 

   C2 (no stressor vs. 1 stressor) .34(.06) p <.001 
[.22 – .46] 

-.29(.07) p <.001 
[-.42 – -.17] 

-.05(.05) p =.305 
[-.16 – .05] 

-.32(.06) p <.001 
[-.44 – -.20] 

-.17(.07) p =.012 
[-.30 – -.04] 

-.01(.05) p =.933 
[-.11 – .10] 

   C3 (subsequent stressor vs. 1 
stressor)  

-.03(.08) p =.712 
[-.19 – .13] 

.31(.10) p =.001 
[.12 – .50] 

-.04(.09) p =.320 
[-.22 – .13] 

.16(.09) p =.078 
[-.02 – .34] 

.05(.09) p =.607 
[-.13 – .22] 

.09(.07) p =.167 
[-.04 – .22] 

   Technology use -.22(.13) p =.082 
[-.48 – .03] 

-.21(.13) p =.123 
[-.47 – .06] 

-.03(.11) p =.804 
[-.25 – .20] 

-.28(.12) p =.027 
[-.52 – -.03] 

.00(.11) p =.977 
[-.22 – .21] 

-.15(.09) p =.087 
[-.31 – .02] 

Level 2       
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   Self-Distraction Trait  .03(.04) p =.422 
[-.04 – .10] 

.00(.04) p =.910 
[-.07 – .06] 

.01(.03) p =.776 
[-.05 – .07] 

.04(.04) p =.284 
[-.04 – .12] 

.01(.02) p =.745 
[-.04 – .05] 

.01(.02) p =.562 
[-.03 – .05] 

   Av. Tech Use .18(.30) p =.539 
[-.40 – .76] 

-.13(.23) p =.570 
[-.57 – .32] 

.23(.22) p =.298 
[-.28 – .28] 

.10(.21) p =.620 
[-.31 – .51] 

.15(.28) p =.592 
[-.39 – .69] 

.37(.39) p =.333 
[-.38 – 1.13] 

Information Seek       

Level 1       
   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .09(.13) p =.488 

[-.16 – .34] 
-.19(.10) p =.055 

[-.38 – .00] 
-.05(.11) p =.653 

[-.27 – .17] 
-.08(.11) p =.446 

[-.29 – .13] 
-.15(.11) p =.172 

[-.37 – .07] 
-.07(.13) p =.608 

[-.32 – .18] 
   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .06(.08) p =.480 

[-.10 – .22] 
-.13(.07) p =.083 

[-.27 – .02] 
.05(.09) p =.578 

[-.12 – .22] 
-.03(.08) p =.690 

[-.18 – .12] 
.03(.09) p =.777 

[-.15 – .20] 
-.06(.08) p =.493 

[-.22 – .11] 
   C1 (first stressor vs. 1 stressor) -.22(.09) p =.015 

[-.40 – -.04] 
.04(.10) p =.685 

[-.16 – .24] 
.11(.06) p =.085 

[-.02 – .27] 
.04(.08) p =.663 

[-.13 – .20] 
.14(.08) p =.085 

[-.14 – .30] 
-.02(.06) p =.719 

[-.14 – .10] 
   C2 (no stressor vs. 1 stressor) .34(.06) p <.001 

[.23 – .46] 
-.29(.06) p <.001 

[-.42 – -.17] 
-.05(.05) p =.309 

[-.15 – .05] 
-.32(.06) p <.001 

[-.44 – -.20] 
-.17(.06) p =.007 

[-.29 – -.05] 
-.01(.04) p =.878 

[-.08 – .07] 
   C3 (subsequent stressor vs. 1 

stressor)  
-.03(.08) p =.705 

[-.19 – .13] 
.32(.10) p = .001 

[.13 – .51] 
-.04(.09) p =.623 

[-.22 – .13] 
.16(.09) p =.075 

[-.02 – .34] 
.05(.09) p =.588 

[-.13 – .22] 
.09(.07) p =.178 

[-.04 – .22] 
   Technology use -.22(.13) p =.084 

[-.48 – .03] 
-.20(.13) p =.127 

[-.46 – .06] 
-.03(.11) p =.807 

[-.25 – .20] 
-.27(.13) p =.029 

[-.52 – -.03] 
.00(.11) p =.979 

[-.22 – .22] 
-.15(.07) p =.032 

[-.29 – -.01] 
Level 2       

    Information Seek Trait .03(.03) p =.367 
[-.03 – .09] 

.01(.02) p =.725 
[-.04 – .06] 

-.01(.02) p =.779 
[-.05 – .04] 

.02(.03) p =.441 
[-.03 – .08] 

.03(.05) p =.590 
[-.07 – .12] 

.01(.02) p =.551 
[-.03 – .06] 

    Av. Tech Use .20(.31) p =.525 
[-.41 – .80] 

-.16(.24) p =.485 
[-.63 – .30] 

-.21(.21) p =.319 
[-.63 – .21] 

.11(.23) p =.638 
[-.34 – .56] 

.08(.21) p =.691 
[-.33 – .50] 

.33(.26) p =.210 
[-.18 – .84] 

 

  

Notes. In addition, all models control for average emotion, average weekly stressors, gender, externalizing, depression, and social anxiety at level 2. All models also 
control for prior emotion and uplifts at level 1.  
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Table S3.  Multilevel models, daily online coping predicting daily emotion. 

 Emotion Outcome 
 Happy 

Est, one tail p-value 
[90% Crl] 

Sad 
Est, one tail p-value 

 [90% Crl] 

Lonely 
Est, one tail p-value 

[90% Crl] 

Angry 
Est, one tail p-value  

[90% Crl] 

Worried 
Est, one tail p-value  

[90% Crl] 

Jealous 
Est, one tail p-value  

[90% Crl] 
Emotional Support       

 Level 1       
   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .19, .03 

[.04 – .36] 
-.11, .14 

[-.27 – .04] 
-.14, .05 

[-.24 – .00] 
-.13, .08 

[-.28 – .04] 
-.09, .13 

[-.29 – .02] 
.08, .15 

[-.06 – .22] 
   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) -.03, .38 

[-.16 – .11] 
.05, .27 

[-.07 – .17] 
.08, .18 

[-.06 – .20] 
-.07, .19 

[-.20 – .05] 
-.13, .05 

[-.28 – -.01] 
.01, .45 

[-.10 – .15] 
   G1-P (previous day’s G1) -.06, .32 

[-.29 – .14] 
.06, .31 

[-.11 – .19] 
-.10, .14 

[-.24 – .06] 
-.09, .21 

[-.27 – .11] 
-.03, .37 

[-.23 – .14] 
-.12, .12 

[-.21 – .02] 
   G2-P (previous day’s G2) .07, .14 

[-.04 – .19] 
-.02, .34 

[-.13 – .07] 
.04, .23 

[-.05 – .13] 
.02, .31 

[-.07 – .14] 
-.07, .13 

[-.15 – .03] 
-.01, .48 

[-.07 – .08] 
   Stressor (daily average)  -.50, < .001 

[-.75 – -.23] 
.74, < .001 
[.47 – .94] 

.11, .23 
[-.09 – .37] 

.92, < .001 
[.70 – 1.21] 

.74, <.001 
[.52 – 1.04] 

.01, .47 
[-.17 – .22] 

   Stressor-P (previous day’s av. 
stress) 

-.09, .26 
[-.36 – .17] 

.29, < .01 
[.03 – .49] 

.22, .06 
[-.01 – .37] 

.10, .24 
[-.11 – .32] 

.36, < .001 
[.17 – .58] 

-.12, .13 
[-.33 – .06] 

Level 2       
   Gender 

 
.03, .40 

[-.20 – .25] 
.19, .14 

[-.05 – .40] 
-.14, .26 

[-.41 – .13] 
-.07, .30 

[-.32 – .17] 
.002, .49 

[-.25 – .24] 
.03, .40 

[-.14 – .25] 
   Externalizing 

 
-.004, .49 

[-.38 – .38] 
 .06, .38 

 [-.23 – .42] 
.24, .12 

[-.16 – .65] 
.08, .37 

[-.31 – .46] 
.22, .16 

[-.19 – .61] 
.35, .02 

[.04 – .63] 
   Depression 

 
-.27, < 001 
[-.37 – -.19] 

.19, < .001 
[.09 – .26] 

.21, < .001 
[.12 – .30] 

.13, .01 
[.03 – .21] 

.28, < .001 
[.19 – .37] 

.18, < .001 
[.09 – .24] 

   Social Anxiety 
  

.13, .01 
[.05 – .20] 

.01, .45 
[-.07 – .07] 

-.02, .35 
[-.11 – .08] 

.01, .48 
[-.07 – .09] 

-.01, .42 
[-.09 – .07] 

-.02, .28 
[-.10 – .04] 

   Emotion Support -.002, .48 
[-.12 – .10] 

.28, < .001 
[.20 – .41] 

.19, < .001 
[.09 – .28] 

.22, <.001 
[.09 – .34] 

.17, .02 
[.05 – .27] 

.21, <.001 
[.14 – .30] 

   Av. stressor -.09, .43 
[-.80 – .68] 

.47, .08 
[-.07 – 1.23] 

.46, .14 
[-.28 – 1.04] 

1.11, .01 
[.48 – 1.86] 

.90, <.001 
[.30 – 1.52] 

-.05, .46 
[-.68 – .66] 

Self-Distraction       
 Level 1       

   G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .02, 47 
[-.17 – .18] 

.02, .43 
[-.17 – .16] 

-.08, .20 
[-.19 – .07] 

-.09, .24 
[-.25 – .12] 

-.06, .28 
[-.20 – .12] 

-.02, .39 
[-.14– .11] 

   G2 (no stress vs. all coping) -.04, .33 
[-.19 – .12] 

.01, .48 
[-.18 – .13] 

.06, .18 
[-.07 – .16] 

-.02, .39 
[-.13 – .15] 

-.11, .10 
[-.22 – .02] 

.02, .42 
[-.09 – .13] 
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   G1-P (previous day’s G1) .03 .42 
[-.19 – .27] 

-.02, .44 
[-.16 – .14] 

.09, .16 
[-.07 – .27] 

.01, .45 
[-.13 – .18] 

.07, .27 
[-.08 – .22] 

.10, .11 
[-.04 – .23] 

   G2-P (previous day’s G2) .07, .18 
[-.04 – .18] 

-.05, .18 
[-.13 – .05] 

.05, .21 
[-.05 – .11] 

.05, .17 
[-.04 – .17] 

-.04, .24 
[-.14 – .05] 

.01, .37 
[-.07 – .10] 

   Stressor (daily average)  -.51, <.001 
[-.80 – -.25] 

.81, <.001 
[.56 – 1.07] 

.15, .09 
[-.05 – .29] 

.87, <.001 
[.58 – 1.07] 

.71, <.001 
[.48 – .97] 

-.02, .47 
[-.21 – .24] 

   Stressor-P (previous day’s av 
stress) 

-.11, .29 
[-.38 – .17] 

.29, <.001 
[.14 – .45] 

.14, .12 
[-.05 – .34] 

.09, .23 
[-.12 – .27] 

.36, <.001 
[.16 – .56] 

-.09, .22 
[-.26 – .12] 

Level 2       
   Gender 

 
.03, .42 

[-.18 – .24] 
.23, .09 

[-.12 – .50] 
-.13, .20 

[-.37 – .07] 
-.05, .34 

[-.30 – .19] 
-.04 .43 

[-.26 – .21] 
.05, .33 

[-.16 – .28] 
   Externalizing 

 
.01, .48 

[-.40 – .41] 
.22, .20 

[-.24 – .67] 
.30, .16 

[-.15 – .64] 
.21, .23 

[-.23 – .58] 
.26, .13 

[-.16 – .63] 
.46, .03 

[.07 – .80] 
   Depression 

 
-.26, <.001 
[-.36 – -.19] 

.15, <.001 
[.03 – .25] 

.19, <.001 
[.09 – .30] 

.10, .03 
[.02 – .19] 

.27, <.001 
[.19 – .37] 

.15, <.001 
[.07 – .24] 

   Social Anxiety 
 

.12, .01 
[.03 – .20] 

.04, .26 
[-.05 – .12] 

-.001, .49 
[-.09 – .09] 

.03, .32 
[-.09 – .10] 

.02, .42 
[-.08 – .10] 

-.01, .49 
[-.08 – .08] 

   Self-Distraction -.01, .47 
[-.12 – .10] 

.14, .02 
[.01 – .27] 

.11, .09 
[-.06 – .21] 

.09, .03 
[.01 – .22] 

.03, .34 
[-.07 – .15] 

.06, .13 
[-.04 – .17] 

   Av. Stressor -.04, .47 
[-.68 – .62] 

.83, .06 
[-.16 – 1.72] 

.62, .08 
[-.14 – 1.25] 

1.26, .01 
[.44 – 1.90] 

1.08, .01 
[.37 – 1.75] 

.15, .34 
[-.58 – .69] 

Information Seek       
Level 1       

G1 (no/high vs. moderate) .07, .29 
[-.11 – .24] 

-.09, .20 
[-.26 – .08] 

-.09, .19 
[-.26 – .06] 

-.15, .09 
[-.33 – .02] 

-.06, .34 
[-.25 – .13] 

-.08, .20 
[-.25 – .07] 

G2 (no stress vs. all coping) .04, .38 
[-.12 – .18] 

.03, .28 
[-.10 – .13] 

.06, .21 
[-.08 – .17] 

-.12, .12 
[-.27 – .03] 

-.14, .07 
[-.29 – .02] 

-.03, .34 
[-.14 – .11] 

G1-P (previous day’s G1) .18, .06 
[-.02 – .33] 

.03, .37 
[-.13 – .18] 

.07, .28 
[-.12 – .25] 

.05, .34 
[-.11 – .23] 

.01, .49 
[-.18 – .22] 

.03, .35 
[-.11 – .17] 

G2-P (previous day’s G2) .15, .03 
[.02 – .29] 

-.01, .38 
[-.11 – .08] 

.06, .20 
[-.05 – .16] 

.05, .23 
[-.07 – .14] 

-.03, .31 
[-.13 – .06] 

.02, .35 
[-.06 – .12] 

Stressor (daily average)  -.60, <.001 
[-.89 – -.35] 

.75, <.001 
[.57 – 1.02] 

.14, .15 
[-.10 – .35] 

.96, <.001 
[.67 – 1.23] 

.77, <.001 
[.52 – .99] 

.04, .38 
[-.15 – .23] 

Stressor-P (previous day’s av 
stress) 

-.10, .24 
[-.34 – .15] 

.32, .01 
[.07 – .50] 

.18, .03 
[.01 – .37] 

.08, .24 
[-.12 – .29] 

.35, .003 
[.14 – .58] 

-.09, .20 
[-.27 – .09] 

Level 2       
   Gender 

 
.05, .33 

[-.16 – .29] 
.18, .10 

[-.12 – .46] 
-.11, .27 

[-.33 – .15] 
-.06, .36 

[-.33 – .20] 
.01, .49 

[-.22 – .22] 
.08, .29 

[-.12 – .29] 
   Externalizing .09, .38 .24, .14 .36, .09 .19, .23 .31, .09 .48, .02 
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 [-.36 – .43] [-.23 – .68] [-.10 – .82] [-.18 – .59] [-.07 – .74] [.10 – .84] 
   Depression 

 
-.28, <.001 
[-.39 – -.19] 

.17, <.001 
[.08 – .26] 

.18, .003 
[.08 – .27] 

.11, .03 
[.01 – .19] 

.27, <.001 
[.18 – .35] 

.16, <.001 
[.07 – .25] 

   Social Anxiety 
 

.12, .01 
[.03 – .21] 

.05, .21 
[-.05 – .13] 

.02, .40 
[-.09 – .10] 

.03, .25 
[-.06 – .12] 

.01, .44 
[-.07 – .09] 

-.01, .47 
[-.09 – .07] 

   Information Seek .07, .20 
[-.07 – .18] 

.10, .10 
[-.03 – .22] 

.14, .07 
[-.02 – .28] 

.13, .07 
[-.02 – .28] 

.07, .17 
[-.05 – .21] 

.10, .12 
[-.04 – .22] 

   Av. Stressor -.15, .39 
[-.82 – .57] 

.76, .06 
[-.04 – 1.38] 

.71, .06 
[-.05 – 1.41] 

1.36, <.001 
[.66 – 2.19] 

1.03, .007 
[.38 – 1.70] 

.27, .30 
[-.41 – .98] 

 

Note. Day level analyses employed Bayes estimation with flat priors, see Supp Fig 1. All analyses were re-run specifying that the MCMC chain run for a 
minimum of 2,000 iterations and maximum of 10,000 to ensure stability of findings.  
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Figure S1.  Daily vs within-day residuals (happy).  

 

A) Daily happy, within residual variance  

 

 

B) Within-day happy, within residual variance 
 

 

Note. Non-normal residuals for daily analysis (A) versus within-day analysis (B), indicating the use 
of Bayes estimation without the distributional assumptions of ML. 

 


